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1 Introduction
After successful “ThinkBike Workshops” in 6 other US cities in 2010, 2011 and 2012 the
Royal Netherlands Embassy in Washington, DC has invited the Dutch Cycling Embassy to
conduct another series of ThinkBike workshops in four cities in 2012.
ThinkBike workshops bring together Dutch cycling experts, local politicians, planners,
advocates, engineers and business people in each city to plan and discuss how it can
become more cycling-friendly by applying elements of the Dutch approach. Teams consisting
of the Dutch experts and a mix of local experts convene for two days during which they will
survey the cities by bicycle and discuss in workshop format how streets, intersections and
whole neighborhoods can be improved for optimal bicycle use. The format allows to discuss
all relevant aspects of cycling-related policies of the concerning city. The workshops consist
of a kick-off session, open to the general public, followed by the workshops behind closed
doors and conclude with a closing session, again open to the public, where the findings and
recommendations of the workshop sessions will be presented by the teams.
The second workshop in the 2012 series took place in Pittsburgh on 21 and 22 June.
The City of Pittsburgh was co-hosting the workshop, and the program was agreed in
consultations between the Royal Netherlands Embassy, the Dutch Cycling Embassy, the
Pittsburgh Planning Department and Bike Pittsburgh. The city of Pittsburgh invited
stakeholders from diverse backgrounds to participate in the workshop, and formed 2 teams
to work on the Central Oakland 5th Avenue / Forbes Avenue Corridor. This Corridor hosts
various issues and opportunities for bicycle enhancements. Possible enhancements could
connect a large number of residents and stakeholders to areas of employment, education
and recreation and could significantly improve the traffic efficiency and safety of the corridor.
The 5th Avenue / Forbes Avenue corridor runs east to west and will include the areas
between Morewood Street and Robinson Street..
Objectives of workshops
 Exchange of ideas on the role of cycling and related policies
 Reflection on objectives of Pittsburgh cycling policies
 Exploring applicability of Dutch concepts and designs in Pittsburgh in an existing situation
 Find an appropriate mix of interventions and policies (based on both US and Dutch
experiences) to strengthen the position of cycling in Pittsburgh
Working format workshop
The workshop started off with a public opening session with an opening address by a short
welcome by the Bike Ped Coordinator of Pittsburgh Stephen Patchan, followed by an
introduction by Dutch expert Tom Godefrooij on the Dutch cycling culture and related policies
and planning principles (see chapter 2). Then Mayor Luke Ravenstahl gave a short opening
address, stressing the importance of cycling as a mode of transport. Subsequently Tom
Godefrooij read out a speech on behalf of Rob de Vos, Consul General of the Netherlands in
New York.
After the opening session the two teams set off to explore their respective study areas by
bicycle. Thereupon the two teams have brainstormed and discussed about the specific
design assignments, and subsequently elaborated the assignment into
 Street plans showing major choices
 Conceptual designs of cross sections
 Visual impressions of how the public space will look like
 Reference examples
 Argumentation for choices made
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With public presentations the two teams shared the results of their work to a wider audience
In the following chapters we will give background information about the cycling culture of the
Netherlands, a description of the current state of affairs with regard to cycling in Pittsburgh.
Then we will continue with a report of the findings and recommendations of the two wokshop
teams.

2 Cycling in The Netherlands
A broad overview of Cycling in the Netherlands can be found in the generic presentation of
Cycling in the Netherlands; the brochure “Cycling in the Netherlands” and “Fietsberaad
publication 7. Bicycle policies of the European principals: continuous and integral” (see
Reference list for links). Or watch the short film on the site of the Dutch Cycle
Embassy:www.dutchcycling.nl.
Short introduction
From the perspective of other countries all Dutch cities are cycling cities (although according
to Dutch standards some cities like The Hague and Rotterdam are looked upon as
mediocre). They all have qualities that make bicycling so prevalent, and consequently they
all enjoy the related co-benefits with regard to health, livability, environment and the local
economy.
27% of all trips are made by bicycle and 40% of all trips shorter than 5 km are by bicycle. 2
cities (Zwolle en Groningen) have reached the 50% mark in trip share for the bicycle. The
Netherlands is the only country in the world with more bicycles (18 million) than inhabitants
(16.5 million). Of course the moderate (mostly mild) weather and the flat surface contribute to
the bike-ability of the Netherlands.
Cycling in the Netherlands is a quite common mainstream mode of transport, used by all
ages and both by men and women (women actually cycle more often than men). Boys and
girls between 12 and 16 cycle 6.5 km per day on average. The bicycle is used for all
purposes (25% of all commuter trips are by bicycle and around 70% of the trips to school).
Cycling has an excellent image in the Netherlands and is so common that nobody considers
himself a cyclist any more than anyone considers himself a tooth brusher: everyone does it.
The Netherlands has the lowest use of cycle helmets in the world: less than 0.5% of the
cyclists wear helmets. The positive effects on road safety of mainstream cycling (referred to
as the ‘safety by numbers’ effect) outweighs considerably any positive effect on safety that
helmet use might have. (There are also scientists who dispute any positive effect of helmet
use at all) In any case we prefer to promote active safety (prevention of accidents) rather
than passive safety (softening the outcome of accidents). After all the Netherlands is despite,
or thanks to, the low helmet use the safest cycling country in the world with less than 10
fatalities per billion cycled kilometers (Denmark being second with around 20 fatalities per
billion cycled kilometers).
Philosophy Dutch cycling policies
Dutch bicycle policy has two cornerstones:
1. Dutch traffic and transport planners take cycling seriously as a fully fledged mode of
transport;
2. Dutch urban transport policies are aiming at the optimal mix of transport modes to meet
the need for travel of individuals on the one hand and the best overall result for society on
the other hand. Dutch municipalities try to utilize the strengths of each mode of transport,
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including cycling; that is promoting the most appropriate mode of transport for the type of
trip being made.
When it comes to the promotion of bicycle use then it is important to bear in mind the
following notions:
1. People cycle because it is practical and convenient for them, and fun to do so. They don’t
cycle because of all kinds of societal goals like the environment, however important these
may be for decision makers! Therefore the benefits of cycling for the actual bicycle user
cannot be stressed enough: it is fun, practical, enjoyable, cheap, healthy and in the open
air.
2. Perceived safety is for successful promotion of bicycle use at least as important as the
factual safety. If people feel endangered, they won’t cycle (and thus they won’t enjoy the
fun of cycling either). People appear to have an outspoken preference for the option of
undisturbed cycling without the need of being alert all the time for (the dangers of) motor
traffic. Hence, the Dutch emphasize the need of segregated cycling facilities along busy
arterials and the disentanglement of car traffic and bicycle traffic.
Dutch design principles
 Functional road design based on road classification according to the principles of
sustainable road safety (through roads with a flow function, distributor roads with the
function to open up areas, and access roads with a residential or habitat function)
 Complementary principles for integration and segregation of modes: segregation when
high volumes and high speeds of motorized traffic; in cases where segregation is
impossible or undesirable: traffic calming, i.e. decreasing speed and volumes.
 Application of the five main requirements for cycling infrastructure: coherence, directness,
safety, comfort and attractiveness.
Solutions that may follow from the application of these design principles could be:
 Cycle paths are recognizable and surfaced with reddish asphalt;
 At intersections cycling facilities are continuous, whenever feasible cyclists get right of
way;
 Bicycle boxes can be applied at some types of intersections so as to make sure that
cyclists won’t be cut off by car drivers;
 In case of car parking along the road: positioning of the cycling facility on the right hand
side of the parking lane instead of on the left hand side to minimize the number of
potential conflicts.
For more detailed information on Dutch cycling policies we refer to the annex with the
presentation given at the start of the ThinkBike workshop.

3 Cycling in Pittsburgh
Current use & safety figures
The U.S. Census measures our cycling mode share at 1.6%. We consider that a minimum
and refer to the split as approximately 2%. Pittsburgh has seen a 206% increase in bike
commuters in the past 10 years, and a 76 percent increase from 2008 to 2009 alone.
Current perceptions
Current perception, city wide, is that cycling is on the rise in popularity and viewed upon as a
normal form of transport. The City is experiencing an increase in cycling numbers and cycling
is becoming more accepted by the general public. The perception for the study corridor is
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that there is a great need and potential, but the existing conditions (i.e. street configuration)
and volume provide great complexity for revision.
Current policies
From the State Plan
1. Target (a) Bicycle use should account for 5 to 10 percent of trips within the Central
Business District
2. Target (b) For trips less than 4.8 km (3 miles), 5 percent of trips should be made by
bicycle.
3. Target (c) Double the percentage of persons accessing transit on foot or by bicycle.
The City is updating its plan. The following are some possible related policies.
1. Promote land use patterns and street networks which are amenable to
2. Develop a bicycle route system which caters to the diverse needs of bicyclists
3. Eliminate or circumvent major barriers to bicycle connectivity, such as hazardous
intersections or dangerous arterial streets;
Existing facilities & services
The most commonly used facility to accommodate cycling is the ‘shared use’ marking.
Pittsburgh has bike lanes, but very few. Installing bike lanes and cycle tracks will require
removal of auto parking, a monumental task that we are now engaging in to obtain public
buy-in.
Important stakeholders
 BikePGH
 Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
 Southwest Pennsylvania Commission
 Oakland Transportation Management Agency
 Oakland Planning and Development Corporation
 Allegheny County
 Port Authority (transit agency)
 Parking Authority
 University of Pittsburgh
 Carnegie Mellon University
 Carlow University
 University of PIttsburgh Medical Center
 Mcgee Women's Hospital

4 The assignment
4.1

Study Area information

The City of Pittsburgh’s ThinkBike workshop will focus on the Central Oakland 5th
Avenue/Forbes Avenue Corridor. This Corridor hosts various issues and opportunities for
bicycle enhancements. Possible enhancements could connect a large number of residents
and stakeholders to areas of employment, education and recreation and could significantly
improve the traffic efficiency and safety of the corridor. The 5th Avenue/Forbes Avenue
corridor runs east to west and will include the areas between Morewood Street and Robinson
Street.
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Oakland
Oakland is the general name for several neighborhoods including North Oakland, South
Oakland, West Oakland and Central Oakland. The Corridor study will include North, South
and Central Oakland. Oakland’s population (including all 4 neighborhoods) is 20,417; its
land area measures 1.9 square miles, making it one of the City’s densest neighborhoods.
Oakland hosts Pennsylvania’s third largest business district, behind Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh’s central business districts. Fifth Avenue and Forbes Avenue are the
neighborhood’s main arteries. Both streets are one-way from Central Oakland to Downtown,
with Fifth Avenue providing inbound access to Downtown Pittsburgh and Forbes providing
outbound access. Both streets transition to two-way streets at S. Bellfield Avenue and
continue as two-way arterials to the City’s eastern boundary.
Oakland is home to three universities (University of Pittsburgh, Carnegie Mellon University
and Carlow University) and the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Presbyterian and
Montefiore campuses. The University population (student and staff) is approximately 50,000.
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) hosts over 1600 beds and is considered the
region’s major health care facility. These institutions represent the “eds and meds” economy
that is essential in Pittsburgh’s transition from an industrial to service based economy.
Oakland is also home to several popular cultural and recreational facilities including
Schenley Park, and the Carnegie Museum of Art and Natural History. Schenley Park is one
of the City’s four regional parks. The park is 456 acres and features hiking/biking trails and
several active recreation areas such as the oval sports complex and several playground
areas.
Oakland is located on what is referred to as the East End Plateau. This topographical
feature provides a “shelf” of flat terrain that includes Oakland, Shadyside, Bloomfield,
Friendship, East Liberty Highland Park, Larimer, Point Breeze North, Homewood North,
Homewood South and Homewood West neighborhoods (total population approx. 53,000).
Aside from the City’s river flood plains, this area represents the only other significant terrain
of flat land. The majority of the City is comprised of hilly terrain, ranging from slight to severe
grade.
Transportation
Fifth Avenue and Forbes Avenue stretch from the City’s eastern boundary to Downtown. As
a result, the streets provide commuting access for the City’s eastern neighborhoods and
suburbs to both Oakland and Downtown. Oakland is a destination and a pass-through for
tens of thousands of commuters, students, patients and visitors each day. Fifth and Forbes
parallel each other near Bouquet Street and continue to the parallel to Downtown Pittsburgh,
creating the Fifth/Forbes corridor. The Fifth/Forbes corridor is a major artery for not only the
Oakland but for the City. Fifth Avenue’s level of service varies between E and F. Forbes
Avenue’s level of service is above E.
Fifth Avenue features a one-lane, contra flow bus only lane. The lane provides outbound bus
travel from Jumonville Street (outside of the study area) to Bellefield Avenue.
Cross sections for each street are attached in Appendix.
Land Use
The Fifth Avenue section of the corridor study is primarily institutional with light retail. The
University of Pittsburgh and UPMC are primarily located on Fifth Avenue. The Forbes
Avenue section is primarily retail with light institution. Several University of Pittsburgh
buildings are located between Fifth Avenuen and Forbes Avenue. Carnegie Mellon
University (technically located in Squirrel Hill) bookends Forbes Avenue. Carnegie Mellon’s
Master Plan proposes campus expansion to Fifth Avenue.
The majority of the University of Pittsburgh’s student population resides in South Oakland,
but a significant student and staff population for all three universities reside in North Oakland,
Shadyside, Bloomfield, Friendship and Squirrel Hill..
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Bicycle Opportunities
The study area is located within a gap of existing and proposed capital improvement
projects. The City is installing on-street pavement markings to create on-street routes
connecting several plateau neighborhoods to Oakland (and downtown). Shared lane
markings and bike lanes are being installed on Morewood Avenue and Neville Avenue,
connecting Centre Avenue and Fifth Avenue. The Uptown neighborhoods connect the study
area to Downtown. This stretch of the Fifth/Forbes corridor will also have shared lane
markings installed (with intention of installing bike lanes in the near future). In short, the
study area represents a major gap in a city-wide network.

More back ground information:
Oakland 2025 Plan
http://www.opdc.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Oakland2025OPENHOUSE11-17lr.pdf
BRT
http://gettherepgh.org/
More Information can be found at www.PGHGIS.com
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4.2

Findings and recommendations of team 1

Problem analysis
The exploration of the study area was done in two groups, one by foot and one by bicycle.
Team members shared their observations, and subsequently clustered them in a number of
problem areas.

Oakland is a vibrant part of Pittsburgh with many public destinations, such as universities,
hospitals, culture and parks. It is a destination area for various groups: residents (students,
youth, family, elders), employees, tourists, and business owners. Oakland is the 3rd Highest
employment region in Pennsylvania. Oakland is densely populated.
The problematic side of the Forbes / Fifth Avenue corridor is that the corridor functions both
as a destination area and as a throughway from the east side of Pittsburgh to Down Town.
These two functions are basically incompatible.

Forbes and Fifth are major arteries cutting through thus constituting a neighbourhood barrier.
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The question is: who or what is out of place??
The road or the monkey? The Oakland
residents or the through traffic?

An analysis of the land uses in the area shows that the land use planning has created
‘islands’.
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Currently Forbes and Fifth are functioning as a dual carriageway with a wide built on median.

The desired concept of the team for this area is rather a coherent community. But to
implement such a concept a city wide analysis is needed as well.

The question is whether through traffic on Forbes and Fifth do need to use this corridor, or
whether there are other options.
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Based on the suitability of roads to accommodate through traffic (and distribute this traffic to
destination areas) the workshop participants identified a few options (in order of preference):
First diversion options:
 Boulevard of the Allies – Panther Hollow Road (south of the corridor)
 Centre Avenue (north of the corridor)
Second diversion options:
 Greenfiels Avenue – Beechwood Boulevard (south)
 Liberty Avenue (north)
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Third diversion options
 Murray Avenue (south)
 Bigelow Boulevard and Bloomfield Bridge (north)
Then the team analysed how cyclists are using the street network, and which routes are
available for them:

The reddish dotted routes could be used as cycling routes.

Existing cross section
Fifth Avenue East
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Existing cross section
Fifth Avenue West

Existing cross section
Forbes Avenue

An analysis of the structure of the
road network based on how roads
are crossing the corridor:

Blue:

crosses both arterial
roads
Orange: crossing one arterial
road, T-crossing with
the other
Green: T-crossing with only
one of the arterial
roads.
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Travel patterns within the
neighborhood

Travel patterns at city level.

The team also collected some reference images of arteries that have been downgraded so
as to give room to walking and cycling:

Delft (NL) University, before and after
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Delft artery modified in main public transport and cycling route (and one lane for automobiles
per direction)

US examples: Madison (WI) (left)
And proposal for a road diet in Philadelphia
(below)
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Then the team considered systematically a number of options, concluding that Forbes
Avenue should become the ‘neighborhood carrier’.
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This resulted in the following design:

Forbes Avenue will become the neighborhood’s ‘living room’, and also the cycling and BRT
corridor (as both cycling and BRT will bring people to the area itself). Automobiles will have
access through one lane east bound. This design was further elaborated in two cross
sections:
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The images below show the current situation and an impression of what Forbes Avenue
could look like in the future.
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In summary:
 Pedestrian and cycle flows demand safe roads;
 Prioritization of Forbes Avenue as ‘living street’ creates two safer routes;
 Public Transport uses this strong axis;
 This route supports the existing land use function;
 Thus Oakland becomes a coherent neighborhood which is accessible for all.
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4.3

Findings and recommendations of team 2

After exploring the study area (some team member by bicycle, others by foot) this team
started off brainstorming what should be the project goals. What are the desires with regards
to the Oakland area and the two avenues more specifically. These goals and objectives vary
from very general to more specific. Firstly the team had a look at the goals and themes of the
Transportation plan for Oakland:












Enhance quality of area
Safety.
o Improved safety overall;
o actual safety has to be improved,
o also perceived safety.
Completing a citywide bicycling network
Try to get a better alternative for through traffic
Convert driving people to buying people (local businesses)
Improve pedestrian experience
o (students on campus, towards worklocation, between buildings, lunchwalk,
towards museum/cultural. Overcrowding of sidewalks. Improvement of
intersection crossings, higher visibility
Comprehensive alternatives for car drivers
o Transit/BRT: find a nice combination
o Bicycling connection to adjoining neighborhoods
o Fee for parking as incentive for choosing other mode
Streets for people
o Streetscapes should be transformed from highway through our neighborhoods
(mostly Fifth & Forbes Avenue) into places for people

Additional desirability’s and considerations mentioned were:
 Full service bike station (bike parking, shower facilities
 Convenience routes (continuity, coherence, standardization of trails,
 Integrating ped/bike in the institutional green sustainable initiatives / building coalitions
/neutralize negative sentiments
 Get people acquainted with the new concept
 More attractive as a place to live: more diverse resident population/raise to 30% /increase
houses in core
 Make Oakland a symbol of a 21th century innovative healthy sustainable vibrant
cosmopolitan neighborhood
 Connecting uptown with Oakland
 Specific issues with regard to cycling
o Safer combination bus stops vs cycling
o Some kind of separated cycling facilities
o Bike signing system
With this list of goals and objectives in mind the team set off to analyse the study area:
The map below shows how Oakland is located in relation to the major highways in the area.
Also the different parts of Oakland have been indicated.
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The team explored systematically 4 options to improve the situation:
 Oakland Place making: options A and B
 Island in the stream: options C and D
Options B and D are the more ambitious options with regards to challenging the existing
situation.
Oakland place making
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The Oakland ‘place making’ options are based on the concept that through traffic will mainly
use Fifth Avenue, and that Forbes Avenue will become a street for people.

Two-way Transition at West End of the Corridor at Craft Avenue
Special consideration is needed at the south west part of the study area to make a suitable
connection with the highway system.
Oakland Placemaking: Option A
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As Fifth avenue will have to carry the through
traffic, it needs to become two directional. Of the
five lanes for automobiles the middle one will be
used for left turning traffic.
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Oakland Placemaking: Option B
In option B more space will be made available to cyclists.
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Island in the stream
The two ‘Island in the stream’ options are inherently less ‘revolutionary’, as they basically
leave the current through function of both avenues untouched. So the question for these
options is: how far can the situation be improved within the current circulation principles for
the area. The diagram below shows the circulation principles. Only the connecting streets
can have priority for people over traffic.
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Island-in-the-Stream: Option C
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The main difference with option
B is that the island for the bus
stops is replaced by a car lane.
As a reference a similar solution
in Vancouver is shown. In
Vancouver the separation is
being made by flower boxes.
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Island-in-the-Stream: Option D

In option D both Forbes Avenue and Fifth Avenue have a two directional segregated cycling
path.
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Evaluation matrix
Finally the team systematically evaluated the four options against the goals and objectives:

Overall option B appears to meet the objectives best.
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4.4

Effective communication

Two persons from both teams joined a small workshop to discuss the issue of effective
communication so as to get support for the proposals developed by both teams. For the
workshop the following diagram was used to identify the various target groups in Pittsburgh.

All identified target groups were rated against their (suspected) attitude on the project and
their power to influence or control the decision making process. Target groups were both
institutions and departments within and without the municipal administration, relevant
stakeholders and groups in society.
As such a stakeholder analysis could contain sensitive information, the results of this
analysis are confidential for those that will work with it. The value is that it enables to develop
the right messages to achieve the following tactical goals of communication as part of the
policy process:
 Make partners stronger
 Change opponents into partners (or outsiders)
 Utilise fans/supporters (and empower them)
 Prevent outsiders to turn into opponents
 Rather make them fans/supporters
The example from the Turkish city of Antalya shows how this could work:
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On the basis of the actors’ analysis, the working group identified a number of concerns that
some target groups might have with respect to the Cycling in Oakland project. Subsequently
a response was agreed to address that particular concern.
On street parking
There might be concerns around the effects of the project on on-street-parking:
Residents might fear that the removal of parking places on Forbes and Fifth would result in
an encroachment of parked car of visitors in residential streets. An appropriate response to
this legitimate concern could be the introduction of permit parking.
Retailers will always fear that their volume of trade will be negatively affected by a decrease
of parking places or because of the unclarity where parking places can be found. The most
important response to them is that their business is most likely to increase because of an
improvement of the ‘residential’ quality of the street for pedestrians (as almost everywhere
else in the world it is proven that a high quality environment for active transport is also an
agreeable shopping environment). Signage to parking garages might also mitigate the
nuisance for their clients of the removal of street parking. Signage to garages would also
help commuters find alternative parking opportunities.
Increase congestion Cars & Buses
As the project will imply a decrease of the number of lanes available for motorised traffic,
there might be a concern about an increase of congestion for cars and buses. The response
to this understandable concern is threefold:
Firstly, even if it would be true it should be weighted against the creation of a better
environment for business and against an improved road safety. These benefits outweigh by
far the disadvantages.
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On a more structural level one could refer to ‘triple convergence’ effects of the project,
resulting into a reduction of overall traffic in the corridor: as a consequence of the project
implementation people might choose alternate routes, alternate modes of transport or travel
at alternate times.
Disruption of BRT plan
Some people might think that creating room for cycling would disrupt the plans to implement
a BRT. Actually the project enhances the BRT plan by designing optimally for all modes.
Upon that cycling as a feeder mode can enlarge catchment area of each BRT stop.
Bicyclists break the law
Often there are complaints about cyclists breaking the laws, and sometimes this complaint is
being used as an argument against properly providing for cyclists. The point is that in the
current system cyclists are served so badly that it is almost inevitable to break the rules to
get somewhere. If the plan is implemented they don’t have to anymore because they have a
safe place to ride. Better facilities elicit better behavior.
Costs of project
For the decision makers the costs of the project might be a concern. And yes, the plan will
probably not be very cheap. Quality has a price! But cycling projects have usually a high
return on investment. And as the current system doesn’t work we have to do something
anyway. And one should also compare the costs of this project to costs to other street
infrastructure expenditures e.g. Blvd of Allies slip ramp.
Emergency services
Emergency services are a legitimate concern. The only answer is that planning for
emergency vehicles is one of the design criteria for this project.
Change is hard
More in general, change is hard for people. They know what they have but are uncertain
about what they will get. To reduce such uncertainties there should be a general info
campaign for all of Oakland to explain the goals and backgrounds of the project, and the
expected benefits. Fears for change can also be reduced by creating room for adaptions of
elements that don’t function as expected. Therefore the project can be announced as a pilot:
if it doesn’t work, adaptations can be made.
In the general communication it should also be stressed that this project is part of a public
process in accordance with Oakland 2025 with a high priority for safe, continuous cycle
infrastructure. So this plan is part of making Pittsburgh and Oakland a 21st century city with
an emphasis on ‘place making‘, creating attractive environments. As such it increases quality
of life, enhances health, wellness & safety and puts parents at ease, The project is only a
success if it contributes to a nicer neighborhood that is attractive for visitors and for
shopping.

5 Composition of the teams
Team 1
Dick van Veen
Adam Hovne
Lauren
Eldredge
Bob Dudash

Mobycon

Dutch Expert

d.vanveen@mobycon.nl
ahovne@andrew.cmu.edu
lauren.eldredge@pittsburghpa.gov

Pashek

Planner

robertdudash@fullservicenetwork.net
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Elly Fisher
Eric Boerer
AJ Scwartz

BikePGH
EPD

efisher@opdc
eric@bike-pgh.org
AndrewSchwartz@epd-pgh.com

Advocate
Landscape
Architect

Carolyn Yagle
Grigsby Jr
Canard

csg11@pitt.edu

Team 2
Martijn Te
Lintelo
Amanda
Purcell
Scott Bricker
Mike Kotyk
Phil Goff
Lou Fineberg
Jon Kline
Wanda Wilson
Stephen
Patchan

Municipality
of Nijmegen
DPW

Dutch Expert

m.te.lintelo@nijmegen.nl

Engineer

amanda.broadwater@pittsburghpa.gov

BikePGH
Pashek
Alta Planning
BikePGH

Advocate
Planner
Planner
Advocate

DCP

Planner

scott@bike-pgh.org
mkotyk@pashekla.com
philgoff@altaplanning.com
lou@bike-pgh.org
j.kline@studiofsp.com
wwilson@opdc.org
stephen.patchan@pittsburgh.gov

Dutch
Cycling
Embassy
DPW
DCP

Dutch Expert

tom.godefrooij@dutchcycling.nl

Engineer/planner
Planner

pat.hassett@pittsburghpa.gov
patrick.roberts@pittsburghpa.gov

County
Executive
Port Authority

Political Staff

Darla.Cravotta@alleghenycounty.us

Planner

DWohlwill@portauthority.org
robert.anderson@pittsburghpa.gov

Other participants
Tom
Godefrooij
Pat Hassett
Patrick
Roberts
Darla Cravotta
Dave Wohlwill
Robert
Anderson
Don Carter

doncarter@cmu.edu

6 Suggestions for additional sources of information
Cycling in the Netherlands
 Brochure “Cycling in the Netherlands”(2009)
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/library/repository/bestanden/CyclingintheNetherlands2009.pdf
 Report Fietsberaad Publication 7: Bicycle policies of the European principals: continuous
and integral
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=nl&repository=Fietsberaad+publication+7+als+
dochter+van+de+nederlandse+versie
 Generic Presentation on Cycle Policy and design in the Netherlands
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=nl&repository=Generic+presentation+Fietsbera
ad+International
 Page about transportation in Amsterdam on official Amsterdam website (with info about
bikes)
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http://www.iamsterdam.com/en/living/transportation
Amsterdam Bicycles (82 pictures)
http://www.ski-epic.com/amsterdam_bicycles/
Video “Amsterdam: The Bicycling Capitol of Europe”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qk6YxhKH590
Video “How the Dutch got their cycle paths”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuBdf9jYj7o
Bicycle Dutch: blog with lots of interesting posts, comments and links
http://bicycledutch.wordpress.com/
Bicycle Council (governmental expertise centre on bicycle planning)
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/index.cfm?lang=en
Dutch Cycling Embassy (also featuring the video “Cycling for everyone”)
http://www.dutchcycling.nl

General
 Wikipedia about sustainable mobility
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_mobility
 Wikipedia about mobility (utility) cycling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utility_cycling
 A definition of mobility management
http://www.epomm.eu/index.php?id=2590
 An interesting German campaign to make cycling hip and cool
http://www.radlust.info/en/
 Cycling Rules!
http://www.cyclingrules.org
 Cycle Chic from Copenhagen
http://www.copenhagencyclechic.com/
 Website from an Amsterdam bicyclist to inspire others
http://amsterdamize.com/

7 CVs Dutch Experts
Tom Godefrooij, Dutch Cycling Embassy
Tom Godefrooij (1950) is a sustainable transport specialist.
After his graduation in architecture in 1975 he worked a few
years as an architect. In 1981 he joined the Dutch Cyclists’
Union to make a publication on traffic calming.
Subsequently he became policy director of the Dutch
Cyclists’ Union and dealt with virtually all aspects of cycling,
ranging from road safety and infrastructure design and
policy development to technical standards for vehicles and
equipment.
From 1996 to 1999 he was president of the European
Cyclists’ Federation (ECF), and in 2000 he was programme
director for the international cycling conference Velo
Mondial 2000 in Amsterdam.

In 2001 took up office with the Dutch Province of NoordBrabant to become project manager for the drafting of the
Provincial Traffic and Transport Plan. This plan defines the
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roles of the various modes of transport in the transport system and provides a framework the
transport policies of the municipal governments in the province. The plan was approved in
2006.
From 2006 - 2011 he was employed by Interface of Cycling Expertise (I-CE), being
responsible for capacity building activities in the field of cycling-inclusive policy development.
In this capacity he worked in India, South Afrika, Tanzania, Chile, Peru, Ecuador, Brazil,
Colombia, Israel, Turkey and Ghana.
Now he is senior policy advisor at the newly created Dutch Cycling Embassy

Martijn Te Lintelo
Senior Advisor Mobility Policy & Public Space,
City of Nijmegen
PO Box 9105, 6500 HG Nijmegen, The
Netherlands
Cell: 0031-652373201 Email:
m.te.lintelo@nijmegen.nl
Twitter: martijnli
The city of Nijmegen – my daily work

Working at the the city of Nijmegen, in the
eastern part of The Netherlands. Nijmegen is
the 10th city in The Netherlands, and the oldest
city of the country. Nijmegen has 160.000
inhabitants, and it is a regional centre with an employmentrate of 100.000.
Most interesting bicycle-features in Nijmegen are bicycle bridge “The Snelbinder” (‘fast
connection’) crossing the river Waal, a series of fast-bicycle routes (super cycle highways)
and the policy of cycle parking in the downtown area and around our central station. For the
new citypart “the Waalsprong” we have made a plan for a cyclenetwork of which we have
build the first cycle-tunnel in 2010 (investing € 6,35 mio)
Experience: making policy and applying it

I’m working as an allround transportplanner and mobility advisor. My field of expertise is
cycling and urban development (spatial planning) towards transport choice and modes. I’ve
got vision about sustainable, livable and pleasant cities. At the moment I’m working at all
kinds of cyclingprojects.
Working in the cycling field means policy development and making, advising decisionmakers
and city council, and realising new projects: mostly fast-cycling routes and cycleparking. My
experience goes beyond policy, it’s also about financing and designing transport
infrastructure, giving cyclists the right position. Nijmegen invests per year about 1.0 million
euro in cycling facilities.
Other interests

I’m member of the Dutch Fietsberaad and Dutch Cycling Embassy.
International experience: participating in Thinkbike projects, advising government to
government: 2011 Brussels, 2010 Toronto, 2010 Chicago, 2009 New York-Bike Slam, 2009
Bike Summit Toronto, 2009 Copenhagen, Velocity: presenter at Velocity Vancouver 2012
and Copenhagen (2010).
Education: National Academy of Transport Sciences (Tilburg/Breda), Utrecht University,
Social Geography. Before my current job I worked as a Infrastructural Engineer, designing
infrastructure and bicycle infra.
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Personal: I’m married, and have a family with 3 kids. I play world music and hockey and drive
my ’66 fullsize classic Chrysler stationwagon.
Dick van Veen, consultant at Mobycon
Dick van Veen (1980) is a senior consultant and
designer at Mobycon. Dick has expert knowledge
of the interface between traffic engineering and
urban design.
In the Netherlands, he redesigns streets and
squares for local municipalities. In the interaction
between car users, cyclists and pedestrians Dick
always puts the most vulnerable user first. In
addition, he works on design projects related to
car and bicycle parking solutions. Dick is a Dutch
expert in designing according to principles for
disabled people.
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by Deanna Garcia/Essential Public Radio June 21, 2012

Dutch Bicycling Experts to Weigh in on Improving Bike Infrastructure in
Oakland

Oakland could be a major cycling hub, thanks to several universities and health care
institutions.
Members of the Dutch Cycling Embassy are in Pittsburgh for a couple of days to examine the Forbes
and Fifth corridors in Oakland, and to offer insight into how the roadways could be made
more bicycle-friendly.
“It’s a tough challenge, you have to be honest, because the car culture here is much more dominant
than it is in Europe, but at the same time there are very promising developments. The trends for
cycling in the U.S. are going up,” said Tom Godefrooij, senior policy advisor for the Dutch
Cycling Embassy.
Cycling is very widespread in the Netherlands. It’s estimated that some 40% of people there ride
bicycles on a daily basis for commuting and shopping, among other things.
“And it didn’t get there just because the Dutch have something else going on in their veins. It happens
very consciously. They design for bikes. They put bikes into public policy and prioritize bicycle
infrastructure in everything they do in terms of road projects and public space projects,” said Scott
Bricker, CEO of Bike Pittsburgh.
The Dutch mobility experts will spend Thursday and Friday examining Fifth and Forbes and will issue
a report of what needs to happen to make that area more accessible to bicyclists, but even when those
recommendations come, there will be some challenges. Bricker said the roadways in question are
owned by the state, so the city of Pittsburgh doesn’t have control over them. So, he added, any
developments will require cooperation between local and state officials. Plus, there is a long history of
roadway design being built solely around making sure it’s efficient for cars to travel.
Bricker said Oakland will be one of the most important places to determine how to incorporate
bicycle safety, “because of the tens of thousands of students, faculty, staff, and health care institutions
that are in Oakland. It’s a destination for work, it’s a destination for play, and if you’re not going to
Oakland for one reason or another, you’re going through it, so it’s really the lynchpin or the keystone.”
Members from the Dutch Cycling Embassy started advising cities in 2010. They’ve already made
recommendations for Chicago, Washington, DC, Miami, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia,
and Toronto.
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